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Details of Visit:

Author: ordnrybloke
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 4 Dec 2008 10:30
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 55
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Company: The Executive Suite
Phone: 01162512254

The Premises:

I was still feeling good about my earlier visit to another parlour and decided to try The Executive
Suite near the junction at Humberstone Gate, there's a big 'Open' sign over the door and you go
straight up the steps to a metal gate and ring the bell.
A rather scruffy looking guy let me in and took ?5 door money before I could see the girls.

The Lady:

There were three girls and other than the girl I picked I'm afraid I can't remember their names. None
of them were seemed particular well turned out but Amy was Russian, tall and very slim and stood
out from the other two for me. I was a little disappointed with the atmosphere in the place, as soon
as I'd picked Amy one of the other girls sat in the lounge wearing a dirty pink gown and the guy who
let me in just slobbed down on one of the couches.
Amy took me to a side room with a massage table in. The room wasn't very clean, cum stains on
the floor though the table had a paper sheet over it.
She let me massage her (for ?10 extra) but still lots of rules, don't rub nips, no fingers etc.
Amy was a pleasant enough girl but the overall experience left a lot to be desired. The place was
scruffy and didn't appear to be very well run.

The Story:

Massaged her (which I like), she gave me a hand job (bit too rough and I started to think I might wilt
with the pressure) followed by covered oral, then sex with her on top.
By this time I'd really started to notice how scruffy the place was and I suppose I'd been spoilt by a
having a really good punt earlier in the evening.
I feel a bit bad for Amy but overall it wasn't a good experience.
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